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Clean Inbox,
Full Outbox
W

hen working remotely, organization is
key to staying productive and focused.
While many are aware of this and keep an
organized physical workspace, it just as important to organize the digital workspace—
and imperative to keep a clean inbox.
Maintaining an organized inbox will help
enhance communication with your coworkers,
partners, and/or clients. It will also make it
much easier for you to spot new information
relevant to your ongoing work. Here are our
top tips for keeping your inbox empty and
your outbox full.
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Ditch the junk! We all have a few email
subscriptions that do nothing but give us
one more thing to delete. Unsubscribe
from the newsletters you don’t read and
the emails unrelated to work to make room for
the most important items.
Use tags and folders. Most email
providers have some way to tag, sort, or
categorize the emails coming in. If you
tag important emails or by topic, it will
be much easier to locate the emails you need.

Get rid of the old stuff! Archive or delete
old and no longer relevant emails.
Your inbox should only contain emails
relevant to ongoing projects and those
that have not been read.
Check your inbox daily to clear out
junk mail and make sure you are up to
date with the latest information about
ongoing or new projects. This will also
help you maintain strong communication with
your coworkers and partners.
Respond, respond, respond! If you don’t
answer an email, there is no way for the
sender to know you read it. This will also
help prevent buildup, and you’ll have a
record of you own responses.

Partner Roundup:
I

DS has long been proud of our
excellent partners. Among our partners
are many top-notch providers of Loan
Origination Systems (LOS), providing
excellent integrations to eliminate data
entry and make producing and tracking
loan documents simple.
“Our partners are incredibly dedicated
to ensuring our mutual clients have
an amazing experience,” said Vice
President and General Manager of IDS
Mark Mackey. “With the many experts
building our LOS integrations on both
sides, we are delighted to provide
efficient integrations to our clients.”
Don’t see your preferred LOS on this
list? Let us know you are interested in
an IDS integration, and we will reach
out. We’re always working to expand
our integrations and software features.

Byte Software
Calyx Path
Calyx Point
Ellie Mae Encompass
FICS
Finastra
Fiserv
LendingPad
LendingQBs
MemberClose
Mortgage Builder
MortgageFlex
OpenClose

LOS Integrations

IDS Celebrates 5 Years as a
Reynolds and Reynolds Company
R

eynolds and Reynolds announced its
acquisition of IDS, Inc. on October
18, 2015. Now, almost five years later,
IDS has flourished and evolved into one
of the top mortgage document providers
in the industry under the steady
leadership of Vice President and General
Manager Mark Mackey.
“We’ve produced more mortgage
documents this year than ever before,”
said Mackey. “It’s amazing to see how
far we’ve come and how well we’ve
integrated the new leadership and
organization Reynolds brought in with
their years of experience providing
documents in the automotive industry.”
Reynolds and Reynolds brought many
changes to the way IDS functions and

operates, as well as to the company
culture. One of the largest changes is
the way our development team operates,
working in small groups to eliminate
distractions while still providing a
team each developer can rely on to aid
problem-solving and tricky code work.
Reynolds and Reynolds also increased
opportunities available to employees
with online classes for self-development
and to learn or increase understanding
of valuable office skills.
“IDS grew a lot over the last five years,
and is continuing to grow and evolve to
fit the changing industry landscape,”
said Mackey. “Our clients can look
forward to much more to come.”
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